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Filename: Shooter relay bb gun manual Date: 09/30/2012 Type of compression: zip Total downloads: 1324 Nick: paustil file checked: Kaspersky Download speed: 26 MB/s Price: FREE You won this item? A full relay bb gun hand-held invoice must be emailed to the winner by auctioneer within a day or two. How do I restart a 4.5mm shooter relay? On the left
side, release the thumb latch and let the slide jump back. Grab a very nose on the front of the gun and. Marksman Repeater BB pistol is manufactured by Marksman. Marksman is a spring piston-powered air gun that shoots pellets, darts and bolts on a. Buy Marksman Laserhawk 2026 BB Repeater Marksman from Pellet Guns, Rifles and Accessories.
Mechanical system: Coker Action Slide. Power source: Spring Piston. Calibre/Ammunition.177 cal. (4.5 mm) Lead Pellets Round BB in Darts / Bolts: ... Speed: Packaging: Power Source: Cocker Action: Ammunition: 200fps: Clamshell: Spring Piston: Slide.177 BBs, Pellets, Darts and Bolts Marksman Laserhawk 2021 BB Repeater. Air rifles. A sturdy
composite design. Pump action taps with a single punch. How do you get the owners' guide to the shooter 1010 repeater 177 feces gun? I need Marksman to repeat 1010 circuits/assembly guides. I used a gun and misplaced it, and when I found it, the gun he was locked and I took it apart. December 30, 2009 I consider my BB/Pellet Marksman relay gun.
Marksman Repeat BB Pistol, ironically, a one-shot BB pistol that uses a spring mechanism to fire one BB or .144 caliber pellets at a time. If it's yours. Everything went smoothly, like silk. I got a big air pistol at a great price, $40 less than anywhere else I could find the model I wanted. I went looking for extras. Marksman Model 2002 - Round 18 BB Pistol p
shoot BBs, pellets, darts and bolts in one GUN! Marksman's 2002 Spring Pistol is a relay that shoots 18 BBs off. November 29, 2008 Best Response: This site has a guide for your gun ... This will show you step-by-step how to load a gun. Feb 24, 2010 Fast as: at the Marksman Retransmission. check out my other vids for Assembly Top questions and
answers about Marksman Repeater BB Gun. Find 29 questions and answers about Marksman Repeater BB Gun Ask.com Read more. Shooter repertoire 1.77 cal BB pistol guide Hi support team, I have one of your Marksman Relay (4.5 mm) .177 Cal. BB gun gun and I need a guide, this ... HomeAir Gun Shooting Guide-1010 Operating Cocker Action.
Spring Piston power source. Caliber/ammunition .177 cal. (4.5 mm) Lead Pellets Round BB in Darts/Bolts Magazine capacity of one shot (Pellets, Darts, Bolts) 18 rounds (BB's) Total length of 8.5 inches (21.6 cm) cm) 1 pound 8 ounces (680.4 g) Muzzle Speed 200 FPS Safety Cross Bolt OPERATING FREE: Follow these steps carefully and consistently.
Failure to do so can result in serious bodily harm and damage to an air pistol. Release the slide slide latch located on the left side of the air pistol. Using the right thumb, release the catch by clicking down on the slide latch. The slide will snap back about 1/4 when released. Check out the animation below. Cocking Pistol Point barrel your air pistol up and grab
the back of the slide with your left hand. Pull the slide back as far as it will go until you hear the click. The slide must now be 2 inches from its original position. Firmly grab the barrel of the gun with one hand (make sure to keep your fingers away from the trunk hole to prevent any injury) and press the slide on the other side until you hear the second click and
it locks in place. The slide should return to its original position. The air pistol is now cocked and ready to be loaded or firing. SAFETY Engage Safety After the air pistol was cocked, always put it to safety, attracting safety. To do this, press the safety on the left side of the air pistol, thereby locking the trigger. Refer to the animation below LOADING NOTE:
Follow the previous steps before trying to load ammunition. The barrel section will not tip until the air gun has been cocked. Do not try to snatch it open, as it will lead to irreversible damage. NEVER shoot an air pistol with a barrel section in an open position. To load the air pistol, you must press the boot button in front of the air pistol. This button is directly
under the barrel and when pressed will tip up across the entire barrel section to expose the two loading ports. Refer to the animation below to load the BB point of your air pistol down and load up to 18 BB into the SMERA loading port (NOTE: To quickly and easily load BB into an air pistol one at a time, a speed loader is recommended). BB's are held in a log
and released one at a time and are arranged automatically in a barrel during a platoon sequence; Be sure to tilt the barrel up while cocking an air pistol to bb feed properly. Pneumatic pellets are loaded one at a time to load pellets. To load, place the pellets directly in the barrel (bottom hole ROUND). Push the pellets into the barrel until the skirt pellets are
completely cleaned from the barrel seal. The short rounded end of the cartridge seat will help you in loading the pellets. Don't forget to use only .177 caliber lead pneumatic pistol pellets. WARNING: Remove all BB before and shooting pellets, darts, or bolts. Never deploy pellets, darts or bolts to a square BB loading port as this will damage the air pistol. To
load darts or Bolts Airgun bolts and darts are also loaded and shot one at a time. Tap Bolt Bolt Dart directly into the barrel (bottom hole ROUND) and make sure to fly the dart or bolt completely loose and clear of the barrel seal. The long, pointed end of the Marksman Ammo seat will help you properly place darts or bolts. Use only a .177 caliber air pistol darts
or bolts. FIRING Prepare for the fire after loading, snap the barrel section down into place. Your air pistol is now cocked, loaded and ready to fire. Before shooting, press security on the Fire position, elm on the right side. Aiming and shooting safely you and others with you should always wear shooting goggles to protect your eyes when shooting any gun.
Always aim for your air pistol in SAFE DIRECTION. Do not shoot on hard surfaces or on the surface of the water. The pellets can bounce or ricochet and hit someone or something you didn't intend to hit. Always choose your goal carefully. It is best to shoot at paper bullseye targets that are attached to a safe backstop. A heavy blanket should be hung behind
the target trap to prevent the ricochet if you miss the backstop. Your backstop should be checked for wear before and after each use. Replace your back if the surface is worn or damaged or if there is a ricochet. When you are sure that the area around you is safe, pull the trigger to shoot. MAINTENANCE Gun Care Your air pistol should be oiled after every
200 to 300 shots for maximum eficiency. This lubricates an important firing mechanism and helps prevent damage to vital parts. To hush the air pistol, keep your fingers away from the trigger and keep the air pistol upright and unsmooded, as shown in the diagram. Place a few drops of SLIK 50-1 lubricant in the barrel. Leave the air pistol in this position for at
least one hour to make the lubricant reach all the necessary parts. After extensive use, your air pistol may lose some of its power as a result of the wear and tear of the seal barrel and/or piston assembly. If this happens, you will need to return your air pistol to replace parts and maintenance. Marksman 1010C BB Repeater Air Pistol can shoot BBs, pellets,
bolts or darts at a speed of 200 feet per second. You need a gun and release the loading port in the barrel to insert BBs or other ammunition into the cannon. You can then download up to 18 BBs or one pellet, bolt or darts. The opening release slide latch found on the left side of the gun just above the arm grip by pushing it down. When released, the slide will
move backwards by about a quarter of an inch. Rooster the gun, pulling the slide back until it clicks - about 2 inches. Press the slide forward until it clicks into place. safety by pressing the button found on the left side of the handle right behind the trigger. You can then depress the release button of the boot port just below the muzzle of the gun. Then a section
of the barrel pops up. Trunk. Barrel will not let go if the gun has not been properly cocked. The Loading Camera has a square hole where you can load up to 18 BBs. Just point the gun down and paste one at a time or pour in using the speed loader. A round hole just below the square for pellets, darts or bolts. Use only .177 caliber air pistol darts, bolts and
pellets. Inserting ammunition through a round hole puts it directly into the barrel. Make sure the dart, bolt or pellets are completely past the seal of the trunk before closing the loading chamber. Camera.
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